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Fuel EX
Fuel EX 9.9

Stache

Editor's
Choice
Winner

It's got balance and poise that had us hucking road gaps and charging steep bike park
terrain. It's equally at home in the backcountry where staccato rock gardens and rough
trails are the norm.

The world's
best hardtail

It's a big, brawny, fun-loving bike with speed and agility that belie its stature. You'd be
hard-pressed to find a more entertaining bike.

Stache 9.8

Fuel EX

Whether you're grinding up a climb, pumping down a flowing section of primo
singletrack, or simply hanging off the back and surfing a steep, sketchy descent, The
Fuel EX keeps its cool so you'll never lose yours.
MBR's glowing Fuel EX 7 review

MBR UK

An absolute
stunner

It's a precise ride without ever transferring harshness through to the rider. That's a
good thing, too, as you'll be plowing through all sorts of burly terrain without
hesitation aboard this confidence-inspirer.
Dirt 100 Slash review

Dirt

4 out of 5
stars

Makes its own fun where you'd normally be hurting. Its sheer thirst for mileage means
it's perfect for the adventurer who wants to run their own uplift, and there are few
tools that will do the job better.
Bike Radar reviews 2018 Powerfly FS

Bike Radar

Ridiculously
fun

The Stache simply rolls along like nothing I've ridden. It's a package of complementary
components perfectly suited to a broad variety of mile-munching singletrack riding.

NSMB.com

Powerfly FS 9

Stache
Stache 7

Remedy

NSMB Stache review

Test Winner:
Best Value

Remedy 9

Remedy

4.5 out of 5
stars

Remedy 9.9 RSL

Powerfly FS

Remedy 9.9 RSL

EnduroMTB.com

Vital MTB
A playful rider's dream. It truly deserves the all-mountain designation. It's a proficient
climbe ready to tackle rowdy descents and is quick all places in between.
Vital MTB rides the Remedy
The 130mm rear suspension handles hits of all sizes and the frame is laterally stiff
enough so you don't have to ride it like an e-bike on aggressive descents. You just ride
it.
MTBR rides new 2018 Powerfly FS

MTBR.com

The new
standard

Slash is great everywhere and descends with almost the same confidence as a downhill
rig. It's nearly perfect and might just be the new standard by which all others are
measured.
Vital MTB raves about Slash

Vital MTB

Ideal weapon

It slammed through bedded rock gardens, carved up wall rides, and landed six-foot
drops to flats and never felt squeamish or squirrelly. This bike just wants to jump, hop,
and pop over and through anything you can find.
Outside's Remedy review

Outside

Slash 9.9 RSL

Remedy

Tearing up the trail at high speeds or nailing those corners, the Remedy is a superversatile bike that knows how to deliver a good time. It's a bike for stomping on the
gas!
Enduro-MTB.com's Remedy review

Gravity killer

Powerfly FS 9

Slash

Outside

10 out of 10.
Nailed it.

Slash 9.9

Powerfly FS

Bicycling Editor's Choice

Outside's 6-month Stache review

Fuel EX 7 29

Slash
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